™

TigerSchedule™

Automated On-Call Physician Scheduling
• Embedded messaging for faster schedule coordination
• Easier management, lower costs for IT
• Standardized solution across teams and facilities

Integrated or standalone scheduling for
better coordination among care teams
TigerSchedule brings on-call physician scheduling and
clinical communications together in a single, powerful,
easy-to-use platform for automating work assignments.
Available as a standalone solution or embedded within
the TigerConnect application, TigerSchedule gives staff
an intuitive, rules-based scheduling option for quickly
creating assignments and making changes on the fly.
Built for physician organizations of any size, TigerSchedule’s
algorithms ensure fairness in on-call shift assignments and
prevent burnout by including sufficient time between shifts.
Pre-built workflows mean less work for IT and administrative
teams, resulting in greater cost savings. TigerSchedule also
integrates seamlessly with TigerConnect’s Roles capability
for intelligent message routing, on-the-fly secure texting,
and automated shift coverage.

Simplified swaps and changes
Allow providers to request and approve assignment swaps
right from a smartphone or computer.

Reduced workload for managers
Free up countless hours of toil caused by updating the
daily call roster. Easy, cloud-native technology simplifies
schedule management.

Automated, easy-to-modify calendars
Carry over custom rules and role assignments month to month
and build fair, repeatable, easy-to-manage schedules.
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EHR Synchronization
Synchronize patient appointments
from the EHR and manage
the impact of time-off requests
Hassle-Free Scheduling
Clickable, easy-to-view calendars
allow for fast updates reflected
in real time
Mobile-Friendly Solution
Smartphone access allows for
quick calendar lookups, change
requests, and messages to colleagues
Effective Resource Planning
Ensure proper staffing during peak
periods and block time-off requests

TigerSchedule Features:
TigerConnect Messaging

Epic and athenahealth Integrations

Text colleagues directly or set
auto-notifications for on-call assignments
and schedule changes

Synchronize appointment data to block
availability and show how time-off
requests impact the patient schedule

Custom Rule Builders

Custom and Merged Views

Automate scheduling with custom
rules and easy-to-update calendars

View customized daily/weekly/monthly
calendars by individual or department

Automated Scheduling

Instantly Viewable Schedule Changes

Reduce burnout and ensure balance
via auto-assign management for
time-off requests

Roll back timed schedule changes
automatically upon expiration to show
the originally scheduled provider

Shift Flexibility and Transparency

Custom Provider Protocols

Easily map to schedule protocols and
swap shifts using simple time-off options

Easily manage vacation and day-off
requests with many time-off options

About TigerConnect
As healthcare’s most widely adopted collaboration platform, TigerConnect uniquely combines telehealth, patient
texting, and clinical communications in a single, easy-to-use, cloud-based solution. Trusted by more than 6,000
healthcare organizations, TigerConnect maintains 99.99% verifiable uptime and nearly 5 billion user sessions each year.
To learn more about TigerConnect, visit www.tigerconnect.com.
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